
The best right of way management tool is already in reach—a 
simple iOS device with a camera which allows you to easily and 
accurately view the world of boundaries and property lines along 
with in depth information on a myriad of public facilities. Introducing 
the Argis® Framework, a new application that  enables field 
technicians in any industry to step out of their trucks and into a 
world augmented with their important data. Through an everyday 
iOS device technicians can locate assets that are buried and quickly 
analyze buildings and other structures that might encroach or 
conflict with the underground assets located within a right of way.  

The Argis® Framework enables routine 
inspection of field assets by anyone, not 
just senior technicians. Any field technician 
can now locate each assigned right of way 
taking a photo of possible encroachments 
or concerns. The photo reveals company 
data through the device’s GPS (or paired 

external GPS for enhanced accuracy). Shared securely with the 
rest of the team, this information can easliy improve site efficiency 
and safety.  Reliable, effective, and inexpensive, the Argis® 
Framework technology is a cost saving addition to any right of way 
management process.  

• Leave the paper maps behind
• Utilize existing GIS data more effectively
• Instantly access data on public facilities 

above and below ground
• Manage field assets more economically
• Decre time spent in regularly planned 

maintenance
• Significantly reduce your Right of Way 

management budget

• iOS: iOS 9.1 or higher; iPhone 6 or newer; 
iPad 2 or newer

• Android: Android 4.4 or higher; 
compatible devices must have gyroscope, 
magnetometer, wifi, and GPS

• For Enhanced Accuracy: External GPS paired 
with your device

• GIS Data Sources: Esri ArcGIS Server 10+ 
and ArcGIS Online (Feature Services)
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

AR IMPROVES RIGHT OF WAY

Argis Solutions solves hard GIS problems. We offer a geospatial consultancy whose core product leadership and development team 
members average more than 20 years of experience creating GIS solutions. Our team offers meaningful insights into how to utilize geo-
spatial data practically, economically, and innovatively. 

Goodbye Paper. Welcome to the The Argis® Framework

THE ARGIS® FRAMEWORK WILL FOREVER CHANGE THE WAY 
FIELD TECHNICIANS INTERACT WITH GEOSPATIAL DATA ON SITE.


